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 by Public Domain   

Udon Born 

"The Noodle Bar"

Located downtown near the Picasso Museum, this noodle house is quite a

delicious spot for a quick meal. Serving continuously from one in the

afternoon until midnight, so slurp away in this soothing environment

designed using the ideas of Feng Shui. At lunch, choose from the three

choices of a main dish, side, and drink.

 +34 93 310 5969  www.udon.es/es/restaura

nts/barcelona/udon-born/

 borne@udon.es  Carrer de la Princesa 23,

Barcelone

 by Takeaway   

Wok to Walk 

"Sizzling Stir-Fry"

In a city where every street contains at least three bars serving the same

type of food, Wok to Walk provides a refreshing, inexpensive alternative.

With three locations in Barcelona, these stir-fry joints are quickly

becoming staples in their neighborhoods. The stir-fry station works like

any other. Meals start at a low cost for rice or noodles with vegetables.

Add-ons including certain types of vegetables, meats, seafood and

peanuts cost extra. Nine different sauces, ranging from teriyaki to

traditional soy sauce, are available to complete your creation. Wok to

Walk offers dine in service, take-away or free delivery. Open till 3a, this is

a great place for a late night snack.

 +34 93 188 8500  info@woktowalk.com  Carrer Sant Pau 27, Barcelone

 by Eaters Collective on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Kiosko 

"Yummy Burgers"

Its burger galore here at Kiosko. This is the local go to restaurant when it

comes to burgers, Grilled and cooked to perfection, the meats in the

burgers are full of flavor and will just melt in your mouth! Some of the

recommended names here are Burgos, Australiana and Japonesa. A

variety of sauces also available.

 +34 93 310 7313  www.bacoaburger.com/restaurante

s/hamburgueseria-born-kiosko

 Marquès de L’Argentera bis 1,

Barcelone

 by stu_spivack   

Big Al's American Kitchen 

"Burger Paradise"

One of the neighborhood's most loved American restaurants, Big Al's

American Kitchen is best known for its scrumptious burgers. Replicating a

classic American street-side restaurant, this is one of the finest choices for

a casual meal with friends. Packed with a sizable patty, fresh veggies and

original american sauces, the burgers are infused with the essence of

American culinary culture. Their signature Widowmaker, Fat Elvis, Eight

hour pulled pork and Spicy Jalapeño, stand out as clear favorites among

the other options available.
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 +34 93 408 8223  www.bigals.cat/  hello-bcn@bigals.cat  Carrer de Còrsega 178,

Barcelone

 by Engin_Akyurt   

Flash Flash Tortilleria 

"Omelettes of the 1970s"

This restaurant was opened in the 1970s and it is still as great as it was on

the first day. As specialties, they have on offer a wide variety of wonderful

omelettes, as well as simple dishes cooked with great care. They serve

cheesecake, fish, salads, hamburgers, soups and set meals, amongst

many others. Good lighting and full of informal and colorful customers, the

place is a meeting point for friends. There is not much more to say except,

give it a try.

 +34 93 237 3104  www.flashflashtortilleria.c

om/esp/

 flash@flashflashbarcelona.

com

 Carrer de la Granada del

Penedès 25, Barcelone
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